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A large eddy simulation �LES� approach of compressible turbulent flow without density weighting
�or Favre averaging� is proposed and examined based on compressible turbulent channel flow. In
this Brief Communication, we attempt to remove an inconsistent treatment including both the
resolved and Favre-averaged variables and to provide a possible approach to deal with the flows
with rapid property variation. The subgrid-scale �SGS� terms in the resolved equations of mass,
momentum, and energy conservation are modeled reasonably and the relevant coefficients in the
SGS models are computed dynamically. The present LES approach is verified to be reliable and
effective by comparing with direct numerical simulation results of compressible turbulent channel
flow. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2391839�

Large eddy simulation �LES� method has become an ef-
ficient tool for the prediction of complex turbulent flows. In
LES and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� for
simulating compressible turbulent flow, it is convenient to
use density weighting �or Favre averaging� to simplify the
treatments. However, the density weighting may have an in-
trinsic drawback in predicting the flows with rapid property
variation, such as supercritical fluid flow, high Mach number
flow, flame stabilization, and shock/boundary layer.1 To our
knowledge, only Boersma and Lele first applied a LES
method without density weighting to deal with compressible
turbulent jets.2 Thus, it is highly desirable to develop the
relevant method without density weighting.

In LES, to separate the large from the small scales, a
filtering operation is introduced and usually defined as

f̄�x� =� f�x��G�x,x�;�̄�dx�, �1�

where an overbar is a filtered or resolved quantity, G is the

filter function, and �̄ is the filter width. The most commonly
used filter functions are the sharp Fourier cutoff, the Gauss-
ian, and the tophat filter. Usually, the LES equations are
solved in physical space based on some numerical methods,
e.g., finite-difference and finite-volume method, and the cor-
responding filtered fields are obtained using a tophat filter for
its simplicity.3,4 Here, we employ the tophat filter to deal
with the LES equations and the relevant subgrid-scale �SGS�
terms. Since the tophat filter is identical with the Reynolds-
averaging operator in physical space, we thus can simplify
the treatments of the LES equations and the SGS terms.

Applying the filtering operation �1� without density
weighting to the equations of mass, momentum and energy
conservation, the filtered equations have the following
forms:
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where uj is the velocity in the xj direction, � is the density, T
is the temperature, Cv is the constant-volume specific heat,
Cp is the constant-pressure specific heat, �=Cp /Cv is the
ratio of specific heat, and E=Cv�T+1/2�ukuk is the total

energy. It is assumed that ��T�Sij ���T�Sij. Then, the vis-
cous and diffusive fluxes are given by

�̄ij = 2�̄S̄ij − 2
3 �̄S̄kk�ij , �5�

q̄j = − k̄
�T̄

�xj
, �6�

where S̄ij =1/2��ūi /�xj +�ūj /�xi� is the strain rate tensor, and

�̄ and k̄ are the viscosity and thermal conductivity corre-

sponding to the filtered temperature T̄.
These SGS terms, including SGS mass flux Mj, SGS

stresses �ij, SGS heat flux Qj, SGS density and temperature
correlation term H, SGS turbulent diffusion �Jj /�xj, and SGS
viscous diffusion �Dj /�xj, occur in the filtered equations and
are described as

Mj = �uj − �̄ūj = ��uj�, �7�
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�ij = �uiuj − �̄ūiūj 	 �̄ui�uj� + ūi��uj� + ūj��ui�, �8�

Qj = �Tuj − �̄T̄ūj 	 �̄T�uj� + T̄��uj� + ūj��T�, �9�

H = �T − �̄T̄ = ��T�, �10�

Jj = �ujukuk − �̄ūjūkūk

	 ūk� jk + �̄ūjuk�uk� + �̄ūkuj�uk� + ūjūk��uk�, �11�

Dj = �ijui − �̄ijūi. �12�

Here, the approximations by ignoring high-order correlation
terms in Eqs. �8�, �9�, and �11� will be verified to be reliable
based on our DNS data below. A priori tests using DNS data
also confirmed that neglecting the nonlinearities of the diffu-
sion terms in the momentum and energy equations is
acceptable.5

The SGS terms ��uj�, ui�uj�, T�uj�, and ��T� in Eqs.
�7�–�11� are needed to be modeled and are proposed, respec-
tively. Based on the Boussinesq hypothesis, the SGS mass
flux is modeled by

��uj� = − C��̄2
S̄

� �̄

�xj
, �13�

where 
S̄ 
 = �2S̄ijS̄ij�1/2, and C� is the model coefficient which
varies with time and location. The model coefficient C� can
be determined by the dynamic procedure.6,7 After introduc-
ing a test filtering with a filter width twice the grid filter

width, i.e., �̄
ˆ

=2�̄, to the governing equations, the model
coefficient can be obtained by

C� =
�NjRj�
�RkRk�

, �14�

where Nj = �̄ū ĵ − �̂̄û̄ j, Rk=Rk̂−�2¯̂ 
 S̄ˆ 
��̂̄ /�xk, Rk= �̄2 
 S̄ 

���̄ /�xk, the symbol ∧ represents a test filtered quantity, and
�� denotes some kind of spatial averaging to remove the cal-
culation oscillation.6,7

To model the SGS term ui�uj�, an eddy-viscosity subgrid-
scale model was used and represented as8

ui�uj� −
�ij

3
uk�uk� = − 2Cu�̄2FS̄ij −

�ij

3
S̄kk� , �15�

where B	=	11	22−	12
2 +	11	33−	13

2 +	22	33−	23
2 , 
ij

=�ūj /�xi, 	ij =
mi
mj, and F= �B	 / �
ij
ij��1/2.
This model is constructed in such a way that its dissipa-

tion is relatively small in transitional and near-wall regions,
and a priori model coefficient Cu is given empirically.8 Here,
the corresponding dynamic model is proposed with the
model coefficient,

Cu =
�LijAij�
�AlkAlk�

, �16�

where Lij = ūiū ĵ − û̄iû̄ j, Alk=Alk̂−2�2¯̂ F̂�S̄ˆ lk− S̄
ˆ

mm�lk /3�, and

Alk=2�̄2F�S̄lk− S̄mm�lk /3�.
Similarly, the SGS term T�uj� is modeled by

T�uj� = − CT�̄2
S̄

�T̄

�xj
. �17�

Then, the model coefficient CT is obtained by

CT =
�KjBj�
�BkBk�

, �18�

where Kj = T̄ū ĵ − T̄
ˆ
û̄j, Bk=Bk̂−�2¯̂ 
 S̄ˆ 
�T̄

ˆ
/�xk, and Bk= �̄2 
 S̄ 


��T̄ /�xk.
Based on modified Reynolds analogies which could be

applied to an isothermal wall,9 a relation is used as

T�/T̄

�� − 1�Ma
¯ 2u1�/ū1

	 CR, �19�

where Ma
¯ is a local Mach number, CR is a parameter

corresponding to different Reynolds analogies and

CR=1/ ��Tt
¯ /�T̄−1� used here with Tt being a total tempera-

ture. Then, ��T� is expressed as

��T� = CR�� − 1�Ma
¯ 2T̄��u1�/ū1. �20�

The SGS viscous diffusion in Eq. �12� is negligibly
small in the energy equation based on numerical tests.10

Thus, we neglect this term without any model. According to
our treatment, the pressure can be reliably obtained from the
equation of state by the resolved variables and the SGS term,
i.e., Eq. �20�, involving the compressibility effect and the
relevant thermal effect.4

To examine the present LES approach, a fully developed
compressible turbulent channel flow with isothermal walls is
investigated by solving Eqs. �2�–�4�. The time integration is
performed by an explicit third-order Runge-Kutta scheme. A
fourth-order centered finite difference scheme is used for the
convective and pressure gradient terms. Diffusive terms and
SGS terms are discretized with a second-order centered
scheme. To minimize the aliasing error, the nonlinear terms
are treated in the skew symmetric form. The code used here
has been validated extensively.11

The computational domain is �0,4�H�� �0,4�H /3�
� �−H ,H� in the streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal di-
rection, denoted by x1�x�, x2�y�, and x3�z�, respectively,
with H the channel half-width. The nondimensional param-
eters are defined as follows. The Reynolds number,
Re=�mUmH /�w, is based on the bulk density, bulk velocity,
channel half-width, and viscosity at the isothermal wall, and
the Mach number, M =Um / ��RTw�1/2 with R= ��−1�Cp /�
being the gas constant, is based on the sound speed at the
isothermal wall. The parameters for the present simulation
are Re=3000, M =1.5, �=1.4, and the Prandtl number
Pr=0.72. The viscosity is given by Sutherland’s law,

i.e., �̄= T̄3/2�1+S1 /Tw� / �T̄+S1 /Tw�, where S1=110.4 K and
Tw=293.15 K.

Mesh characteristics and mean flow variables for our
DNS and LES are summarized in Table I. The grids, the
same as previous simulations,12 are uniform in the x1 and x2

directions and hyperbolic-tangent stretching distribution in
the x3 direction. The parameters N1, N2, and N3 are the num-
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ber of grid points for each direction and �x3
+ is the grid

spacing normal to the wall expressed in wall units. Re� and
u� represent the friction Reynolds number and friction veloc-
ity. Mc is the mean channel center line Mach number, Cf is
skin friction coefficient and �w represents mean density on
the isothermal wall. As exhibited in Table I, the present LES
and DNS results agree well with the previous DNS data.12

To verify the reliability of approximations in Eqs. �8�,
�9�, and �11�, a priori tests are carried out. By applying the
tophat filter to the DNS data, the terms on both the sides of
the approximate equal-sign of these equations are calculated.

In Eq. �8�, it is identified that �̄ui�uj� is a dominant term.
Typically, Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� show the profiles of each term
for �11 and �13. It is confirmed that the SGS stresses �ij are
well approximated by the terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
�8� based on the good comparisons between term-1 and
term-4 in Fig. 1�a� or term-1 and term-5 in Fig. 1�b�. Simi-
larly, Figs. 1�c� and 1�d� show the distributions of each term
for Q3 and J1, respectively. Good agreements between term-1
and term-5 in Fig. 1�c� or term-1 and term-6 in Fig. 1�d�
suggest that the approximate treatments in Eqs. �9� and �11�
are reliable. In addition, it is noticed that the terms on the
right-hand side of Eqs. �9� and �11� are nearly comparable;

an attempt to model only typical term may not be reliable
and could bring unsatisfied predictions.11

For an assessment of the correlation between modeled
and exact data, a priori analysis of the DNS database is
performed. The variables obtained by our DNS data are fil-
tered to yield the exact SGS terms, which are used to assess
the accuracy of the parametrization. Then, the accuracy of
the models used above is evaluated by computing the exact
SGS term and their modeling term and comparing both the
exact and modeling terms using their correlation
coefficient.11 Since the eddy-viscosity type models are used
in this study, the correlation coefficients for ��uj�, ui�uj�, and
T�uj� �i , j=1,2 ,3� are in the range of 0.1–0.3, which are
consistent with the predictions.11 It is needed to indicate that
the turbulence statistics calculated by the eddy-viscosity type
models may still be reliably predicted compared with the
results obtained by other SGS models, e.g., dynamic mixed
model, whose correlation coefficients are in the range
0.8–0.9.5,13

A priori tests of the model coefficients in the SGS mod-
els are carried out. Figure 2�a� shows the distributions of the
instantaneous model coefficient Cu calculated by the LES

TABLE I. Mesh characteristics and mean flow variables.

N1�N2�N3 min��x3
+� Re� u� Mc Cf �103 �w

Present DNS 192�128�181 0.35 216 0.0525 1.508 7.55 1.368

Present LES 96�64�91 0.74 221 0.0538 1.502 7.92 1.369

Morinishi et al. �Ref. 12� 120�120�180 0.35 218 0.0533 1.502 7.74 1.362

FIG. 1. Profiles of the subterms in the
SGS terms. �a� ��11�, normalized by
�wu�

2, with term-1: ��u1u1− �̄ū1
2�,

term-2: �2ū1��u1��, term-3: ��̄u1�u1��,
and term-4: �2ū1��u1��+ ��̄u1�u1��; �b�
��13�, normalized by �wu�

2, with
term-1: ��u1u3− �̄ū1ū3�, term-2:

�ū3��u1��, term-3: �ū1��u3��, term-4:

��̄u1�u3��, and term-5: �ū3��u1��
+ �ū1��u3��+ ��̄u1�u3��; �c� �Q3�, normal-
ized by �wu�Tw and multiplied by 103,

with term-1: ��u3T− �̄ū3T̄�, term-2:

�T̄��u3��, term-3: �ū3��T��, term-4:

��̄T�u3��, and term-5: ��̄T�u3��
+ �T̄��u3��+ �ū3��T��; �d� �J1�, normal-
ized by �wu�

3, with term-1: ��u1ukuk

− �̄ū1ūkūk�, term-2: �ūk�1k�, term-3:
��̄ū1uk�uk��, term-4: �ū1ūk��uk��, term-5:

��̄ūku1�uk��, and term-6: �ūk�1k�
+ ��̄ū1uk�uk��+ ��̄ūku1�uk��+ �ū1ūk��uk��.
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and by the filtered DNS data. Both the predicted results agree
reasonably with each other. The profiles of Cu damps quickly
in the near-wall regions, proving that the dissipation of the
eddy-viscosity model is relatively small in the wall regions.8

Furthermore, to validate the present LES, the mean ve-
locity and temperature predicted by the LES and DNS agree
well over the channel in Fig. 2�b�. The velocity fluctuations
are shown in Fig. 2�c� to demonstrate that the present LES
prediction for turbulent intensities is satisfactory. It is also
seen that the present LES and DNS results agree well with
previous DNS data.12 The profiles of the shear stress and
turbulent heat flux in Fig. 2�d� obtained by the LES and DNS
agree well with each other, and the shear stress is in a good
agreement with previous DNS data.14 Moreover, we have
compared other turbulent quantities with the DNS results and
can confirm that the present LES is able to predict turbulence
characteristics of compressible turbulent flow.

In summary, the LES approach of compressible turbulent
flow without density weighting is proposed and the relevant
SGS models are reasonably developed to model the SGS
terms in the resolved equations of mass, momentum, and
energy conservation. The present LES approach is verified to
be reliable and effective by comparing DNS results of com-
pressible turbulent channel flow. Although we recognize the
limitation of using the channel flow to verify this LES ap-
proach, the present effort has provided interesting insights
and successful simulations. Our further work will attempt to
apply this approach to deal with some flows with rapid prop-
erty variation.
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